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ÿþThe shoe features a white leather upper with small Jordan 7 perforations on the overlays. Subtle
touches of red and black are then seen on the tongue, inner liner, midsole, heel, branding, and outsole
to complete the Bulls theme. It is believed that this black colorway will be available in more quantities
than the 523 pairs that will release of the white colorway, but nothing has been confirmed yet. The Air
Jordan 23 Trophy Room features a black, white and gold color scheme with special embroidered
detailing on the upper. Suede also makes an appearance on the toe for a look of luxury. Added details
include HEIR JORDAN written behind the tongue and the Trophy Room logo on the insoles. ÿþCan you
believe that Chris Paul is about to come out with his 9th Jordan Brand signature shoe already?!
Utah basketball and sneaker fans can check out exclusive products like the Air Jordan XII Retro 
Black/Varsity Red', the reissue of the shoe MJ wore 19 years ago, as well as a pre-release of the new
Air Jordan XII  Gym Red'. ÿþAlso highlighted yesterday at the the Jordan Brand Future of Flight event
was the brands fresh and new Spring 2018 Women's Collection featuring three footwear styles crafted to
match Jordan Shoes her versatile lifestyle: The Air Jordan 1 Hi Zip, Air Jordan 1 Season of Her and
Women's Air Jordan 12. The Air Jordan 1 Season of Her collection combines luxurious satin, premium
suede and unique colors, creating powerful statements that resound beyond the hardwood. Made to
match her versatile lifestyle, the fashion-forward Air Jordan 1 Season of Her Collection released January
25.
The Jordan CP3.IX "Gorge Green" will come in Jordan 5 a dirty suede upper with matching laces and
accents all over the upper. Paired up with the Gorge Green upper is the metallic emerald midsole and
gum outsole. The Jordan CP3.IX is very nicely done without trying too hard, which is one of the main
reasons people were intrigued by the shoe. Now that we know these won't be available to the public, we
can only hope that additional colorways will be available to us common folks. ÿþJordan Brand's 30th
anniversary has proven to be one of the biggest years the brand has had in awhile. Each weekend's
release has brought us nothing but heat! Continuing the strong momentum JB has this year, they have
teamed up with the (very) popular streetwear brand, Supreme.
The PSNY x Air Jordan 15 is believed to be a part of Nike's "New Jordan 4 York Made" event where
their next collection will be featured during New York's Fashion Week on September 10th. It is expected
to be Nike's most extensive and dimensional collection to date and the Air Jordan 15 you see above is
believed to be one of the several Jordan models to be a part of the collection. The latest update provided
by Eugene Tong gives us a first full look at the shoe and it shows that the entire upper appears to be
done in a suede construction. Most of the upper comes in Black, with the exception of the White accents
used for the "WNL" (?) branding on the tongue. Black laces and a White sole complete the look of the
shoe. Look for the PSNY x Air Jordan 15 to be officially unveiled on Sept. 10.
Today we get our first look at the 2016 version of the Air Jordan 14 Indiglo with some new leaked
images that have just surfaced. Featuring a Black leather and durabuck upper, this Air Jordan 14 is then
contrasted by Indiglo Green accents on the upper and a White outsole. ÿþLast month we got a glimpse
at this new colorway of the Air Jordan 1 that is believed to be part of this year's NBA All Star festivities.
Now a first look has surfaced that gives us a much better look at the upcoming release. Known as the Air
Jordan 1 All Star/Chameleon, this Jordan 1 features a black and white leather upper with iridescent
detailing being placed on the toe, ankle, and heel. It appears that this Jordan 1 features the same
look/theme as the Air Jordan 6 Chameleon that will also be releasing during All Star Weekend. ÿþ
Click and bookmark our official Air Jordan 6 Tinker hub page now for all imagery, full release details and
how to buy online. Always keep it locked to KicksOnFire for the Jordan 1 latest in sneaker news, release
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dates and where to. ÿþJordan Brand has transformed one of their retro models into something that's
much more suitable for the Winter season. Today we get a first look at what is currently known as the Air
Jordan 9 Boot NRG Black Gum. This modified version of the Air Jordan 9 comes dressed in a Black
upper constructed out of suede and leather. Giving the footwear a boot motif are features such as the
metal eyelets, a rugged gum sole and the overall build of http://www.boredsloth.com/images/large/jordan
7-803jrg.jpg the "sneakerboot". Who's willing to give these a shot?
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